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TECHNOLOGY

THE RACE,FOR
AN AIDS·YACCINE
The obstacles are formidable and the odds against any one company succeeding are 'high, but
mere economics isn't deterring the entrepreneurs of biotech research. • by Stuart Gannes

T
HREE YEARS after scientists identi
fied the virus that causes AIDS,
somebody has tina1ly crossed the
starting tinein the race to prevent the

incurable wasting disease.ln recent weeks
scientists at the National Institutes of Health
in Bethesda, Maryland, began trials on hu- .
man subjects to determine the safety of an
experimentalvaccine. (Under standard Food
and Drug Administration procedures, human
tests of its effectiveness cannot start until
1990 at the earliest.) The genetically engi
neered drug, manufactured by MicroGene
Sys of West Haven, Connecticut, a small,
four-year-old biotechnology company, is the
first potential AIDS vaccine to win FDAap
proval for preliniinary testing.

It won't be the last At least two dozen
companies, from tiny university research
spinoff's to pharmaceutical giants like Merck.
and Bristol-Myers, are vying in the AIDS
vaccine race. But it will be years, perhaps
decades,before a winneris declared. "We're
just witnessing the start of a great scientific
marathon," says Anthony S. Fauci. director (
of!helflli unit 820DSOring the current~.
1'0 crosStne finish line, scientists Will have
to defeat a fiendishly ingenious adversary
quite unlike any mankind bas encountered
before: the AID5-causing human immuno
deficiency virus (ffiV). a microscopic killer'
that shatters the immune system.

Of an the challenges facing medical re
searchers, none is more fraught with. hope
and risk than the effort to develop an AIDS
vaccine. For sheer boldness,the quest rivals
the war on cancer that President Nixon de
clared in the early 1970s,.and ultimately it
maytakethat sort ofnationalcommitmentto
bring the ·AIDS epidemic under control
Rightnow the pros~ lookgrlm. Develop
ing an effective AIDS vaccine will require
major scientific breakthrOUghs in virology
and immunology, and the 'practical barriers The deoctly .ecret: 11u AIDSw""inf)(J(ks~", blood cells afldmaatUM its
arejU8t 88cWmUng. Because it is impos81.o1e bmdingground. Inthis elect101l microscopepltoto, dozens ofnew wruses budonaceUsw-rface.
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to prove that a vaccine works without testing
it on people, researchers will have to con
front a host of ethicaland legal dilemmas as
they seek FDAapproval.j\n.dworries about
pr~uct-liability lawsuitscouldstop any com
PlmY from marJretine a vaccine unless gov
ei'D1Dent assumes much or aD of the risk.
• the OddS are long, since of aD the compa
nies in the field only one may hit the jackpot.
In any case, the opportunity to make big
moneyremainsfar in the future:~y invest
ment in research that lasts years or decades
necessarilytakes along timeto payfor itself.
But few contenders seem deterred. If any-,
thing, research is accelerating. Large plw'.:
maceutical companies view MDS research
as an obligation. A Merck spokesman says
simply, "The spread of AIDS is a mcVor
health problemthat hasto be addressed:'

For many biotech companies, AIDS vac
cine research is also an opportunity to work
on the cutting edge of science, where intel
lectual competitiveness, the drive to tackle
seemingly insurmountable .diffi.culti.es, and
the hope of glory often vie with,mundane
REPoInn AssocIATE ella.A. Rilfy n
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business considerations. Says DavidW. Mar
tin, chief of research at Genentech in South
SanFrancisco: "The risk is what drives us.
The scientists here reaDy want to be over
whelmed with a challenging problem." Adds
Bernard Fields, chairman of Harvard's mi
crobiology department, .who works closely
with 'Cambridge BioScience in Worcester,
Massachusetts:"There is alotof,excitement
about trying to solve this probleJJl, It's a per
fect merging of the talents of these compa
nies with a very positive goal:'

'INFACT', AIDS vaccine research is a
, :gQdsend for manyyoungbioteth compa-
,, "Wes.Since the advent of gene splicingin

the late 19108" scientist-@trepreneurs
have been looking for projects tba1;put their
specializedinow-how to work. Most of
these\start41pli havef~ on health care,
whichofl'ers vast markets for useful new
drugs. But few biotech companies can con
duct specialized research without outside fi
nancial help.

As the epidemicworsens, money is Bow
ing .into biotech houses in ever-increasing

amounts. Some comes from~ Which has
earmarked $135 million for AIDS research.
Established pharmaceutical compaWes are
big investors. Merck, for example, is bank
rolling research at Repligen Corp. in Cam
bridge, Massachusetts; more than a third of
Repligen's60 scientists are working on an
AIDS vaccine. The Institut Merieux of Ly
'ons, a French company that sells vaccines in
150 countries, is financing the AIDS re
search team at Cambridge BioScience. Ciba
Geigy, the Swiss pharmaceutical giant, has
formed a joint venture with Chiton Corp. of
Emeryville, California. that will perform
AIDS vaccineresearch.

These deals represent majorcoups for the
biotech companies, involved. Repligen got
$7.5 million from Merck in the first year of
its agreement, alongwith guarantees of fur
ther financial support and of royalties from
any AIDSvaccinemarketed by Merck. Cam
bridge BioScience likewise won commit
ments for research funding over several
years and for product royalties from the
Institut Merieux. although neither company
has disclosedthe size of the deal.Ciba-Geigy



FINALLY• .there is no natural, no. nviru
lent form of HIV that scientists can
mimicwithavaccine.The~oo~ry

of such weakened strains was crucial
to the development of the polio and measles
vaccines. (Only 5% of the people infected by
the polio virus ever developed the full-blown
disease.) Vlfologists also worry that a killed
AIDS virus could still contain enough genetic
information to cause the disease they are try
ing to prevent.

To overcome these obstacles, scientists
are deploying a variety of experimental vac
cine strategies based largely on gene-splic
ing techniques. As a safer' alternative to
killed AIDS viruses, most vaccine teams are
followingthe lead of MicroGeneSys in trying
to construct a genetically engineered agent.
By cultivating nonlethal fragments of the vi
rus in test tubes, researchers hope to trick
the body's immune system into responding
as it would to an HlVinfection. But which
fragments will elicit the greatest number of
protective antibodies? Most teams, includiJ:)g
those at Repligen, Chiron, MicroGeneSys ,
and Genentech, are experimenting with pro
teins found on the outer shell of the AIDS
virus, since it is the part of the invadingmi
crobe that the inunune system eventually
recognizes (see illustration).

Yet experimental vaccines based on this
approach have failed to protect chimpanzees,
the only other animals susceptible to the
AIDS virus. Researchers believe that the
trial vaccines did not work because they
knock out only a single strain of HIV. Repli
gen aims to overcome this problem by pre
paring a cocktail of five or six synthetic virus
fragments in the hope of neutralizing a broad
range of strains. Another solution, proposed

HlV mutates rapidly. Hundreds of different
strains have already been identified; as with
the flu virus, a vaccine designed to~te
antibodies against one strain may be ·~
less against the others. Many scientists con
sider such rapid mutations a clever viral
survival tactic. tossed out like chaff that foils
radar. to preoccupy the immune system
while HIV goes about its deadly business.
Says George Washington University bio
chemist Allan Goldstein: "HIV is like a com
bination lock whose code constantly
changes. Each infected individualcould have
a different combination, and within each ipdi
vidual the numbers can continually shift."
Neither the MicroGeneSys vaccine tr6tany
other prototype under consideration foi"'...
man trials is likely to be effective again~ the'
full array of AIDS viruses.

from getting infected," says John Lifter,
Cambridge BioScience's vaccine chief.
"They simply accelerate your immune re
sponse. They put your troops on the beach
when the invader arrives ."

But conventional vaccine strategies fail
miserably against the AIDS virus. which is a
master of biologicalsubterfuge. HIV belongs
to a little-understood class of microbes called
slow viruses that manage to enter the body
without tripping an immune response for
weeks, even months. As a result, vaccine
created antibodies might never detect HIV in
time to stop it from spreading.

Once they are established, HIV infections
last for life. Increasingly, researchers believe
that everyone who is infected with the virus
will eventually develop AIDS and die. (For a
look at research into treatments for those
who already have the virus, see box.) The
AIDS virus is one of a group known as retro
viruses, which insert their own genetic code
into the cells they invade. With particular ma
levolence, HIV picks on cells that normally
fight disease to reproduce itself. Says Har
vard's Fields: "This virus has learned how to
thrive inside the very cells that the immune
system uses to recognize and ward off invad
ers. It puts itself in a niche where the body
can't do anything about it."

Researchers have also discovered that

THE DIFFICULTIES that lie in the
way of stopping the AIDS virus are
humbling.Withmost diseases, the im
mune system ultimately beats back an

infectious invader and produces substances
called antibodies that guard against future at
tacks. The underlying principle of most vac
cines is to use a nonvirulent or killedstrain of
the disease-causing microbe to stimulate the
immune system's defenses before they are
needed. Polio and measles vaccines-both of
which took decades to develop-work pre
cisely this way. "Vaccines don't protect you

is funding six vaccine projects at Chiron, in
cluding herpes and malaria as well as AIDS.

Clearly, a safe and effective AIDS vaccine
would be a blockbuster product. With esti 
mates of the number of Americans now har
boring the virus ranging from 800,000 to
more than two million, the spread of HIV
which can be transmitted sexually or by con
tact with infected blood-is already a major
social catastrophe. People in the highest risk
groups for AIDS,which in the U.S. are large
ly male homosexuals and intravenous drug
users, are obvious candidates for an AIDS
vaccine. So are promiscuous heterosexuals.
Though only 1,644 cases of AIDS resulting "w' . I
from heterosexual activity have been record- e re gomg to earn so
ed by the Public Health Service-a mere 4% damn much by
of the U.S. total-that represents a 69% in-
crease in just 12 months. Some specialists understanding AIDS that
argue that this developmentcalls for a wide- in some ways it may be a
reaching response. Says Dr. Paul Volberd- .
ing, head of the AIDS clinic at SanFrancisco blessing in disguise.
General Hospital: "It's hard to say somebody
isn't a member of a risk group. The gradual SpinofIs will help research
leakage of the virus to the broad population on cancer, infectious
cannot be wished away. There is only one
way to deal with an epidemic like AIDS, and diseases, even arthritis."
that is to immunize everyone against it."

Short of that. besides the two principal
risk groups, anyone who could be accidental
ly infected by HIV-contaminated blood could
benefit from an AIDS vaccine. That includes
millions of health care workers and law en
forcement officers as well as virtually anyone
likely to require a blood transfusion. The
Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta esti
mates that some 1,100 Americans have been
infected by the AIDS virus from transfu
sions. Most cases occurred before 1985; af
ter that, rigorous screening programs re
duced the incidence of the virus in blood
supplies to less than one unit in 50,000. But
since more than8.5 milliontransfusions take
place in the U.S. each year, as many as 170
new AIDS cases annually could result from
that cause alone.
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by researchers at Viral Technologies, a small
AIDSvaccine company in Washington, D.C.,
is to develop a vaccine that simulates HIV's
inner core, whichvaries little from one form
of the virus to another.

Cambridge BioScience, Genentech, and
Chiron are trying to boost the response of
the immune system to their varones with
specialized compounds called adjuvants. Al
thoughthese substances have no therapeutic
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value,_~ as irritants that alert the
bodyttt'~ ,: . of a YaCcine. Says Har-
vard AfBs' cher William Haseltine:
"We ha.e~'fftsent something that looks
like tbe'iinIs"tO~()W" bodies and at the same
time proVokes a much more powerful im
muneresponse."

Researchers at Chiron hope their adju
vants will elicit other powerful defense
.mecaanisms in the immune system. Dino

Dina, the company's chief virologist, ex
plains,"When youget the flu, a wholehost of
nonspecific immune responses--which are
what make youfeel sick-kill the virus. Then
you develop antibodies. We think HIVmight
establish itself by evading those mecha
nisms." Asa result, he wants to mount a Star
Wars attack on the AIDSvirus that incorpo
rates a number of adjuvant-stimulated de
fenses--including the release of immune
system boosters. called lymphokines, which
command the body to produce specialized
killerT cells that canattack anddestroy HIV
infected tissue. Says Dina:"When you don't
know what to hit specifically, you have to try
to hit everything. We want to attack it at ev
ery known level to kill the first invadingcell
as soon as possible, either withantibodiesor
by some other means."

EVEN ATBEST, Chiron thinks its vac
cine might stop mv only half the
time. But, says Dina, "when you are
talking about AIDS, you really have

done something if you reduce the chance of
infectionby a factorof two. Wewouldpursue
FDA approval if we could stop a majority of
allstrains. At that point it becomes a game of
chipping away at the viruses you haven't
covered yet."

Still-newer strategies are reaching the
drawingboards as the first experimentalvac
cines move into clinical testing. One of the
most novel proposals, devised by Harvard's
Fields and immunologist Mark Greene of the
Universityof Pennsylvania, attempts to fash
ion a facsimile of the outer shell of a virus
with a process that resembles casting a plas
ter of Paris mask. With this approach, scien
tists first induce animalsto make antibodies
to the AIDS virus. These antibodiesare then
injected into other animals, causing them to
produce a second antibody, which Fields
calls an anti-idiotype. The hope is that this
second antibody, which resembles the shell
of the originalvirus, willwork as a vaccine.

Other scientists are beginning to explore
the possibility of producing prophylactic
chemicals that will poison and kill the AIDS
virus, much as quinine, a chemical extracted
from plants, can prevent malaria by attacking
and killing the parasite that causes the dis
ease. The trick with this approach, says Ha
seltine, one of its strongest advocates, "is to
findcompounds that are easilyadministered,
have no side effects, and are cost effective.
And that is still a fairly tall order."

Nearly everyone workingon an AIDSvac
cine agrees that all the programs are ham
pered by gaps in scientists' understandingof
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A
T MANY.COMPANIES the 'initial

.,:surge Of.. eJt'.. citement at the start of
.:the AIDSvaccinerace is giving way

to the recognition that the mara
thon could go on for decades. Nevertheless,
most scientists believe that·someday AIDS
will be stopped."There are' some grounds '
forhope," says Robert C.GaDo, the scientist i

<
at the National Cancer Institute whoplayeda
major role in identifying HIV. "We've never.
seen a patient infected by more than one
strain of the virus. But we know some of
these people were exposed several times.
Somehow they are protected from infection
against other strains."

Ronald Ellis, head of Merck's cellular and
molecularbiology research labs, is alsohope
ful. A veteran of at least four successful vac
cine projects, most recently hepatitis B, he
believes that there is a good chance scien
tists will learn how to stop AIDS as well.
"What the publicdoesn't begin to appreciate
is how complexthese projects are," he says.
"We built up 15 years of knowledge about
hepatitis B before we developeda vaccine.It
took decades to reach a comparablelevel of
understanding of some other viruses. The
AIDS virus has only been known about for
three years. This is still a brand-new area."

Takingthe long view is especiallydifficult
with AIDS, whichkillseveryone who gets it.
The history of vaccine development offers
some consolation, because it has been
marked by luckyaccidents. Nearly200 years
ago the Englishphysician EdwardJenner in
vented the world's first vaccine after notic
ing that milkmaids exposed to the cowpox
virus, which is harmless to people, did not
contract smallpox. With so many scientists
focused on AIDS, at any moment one of
them could stumble across an idea that
makes everything fall into place. D

virology and immunology. Says Dina of
Chiron: "We haven't the slightest idea how
the Virtlatauses AIDS. We know that in an
infected .Person only one cell in.10,000 bart
bors the vm, so it's difficolt to explltUi h~w
so little virulence can cause &uchadisastrous
defeat. That ereatesa problem in: terms of
how to attack." AnSWering these questionS
could lead to .a breaktlirough not Qnly for
AIDS research but also for a host of other
diseases. Says Genentech's Martin: "We're
going to learn so c:laJnrt much about virology

.and immunology by understandingAIDSthat
in some ways it maybea bl~ssingin disguise.
SpinoffsJromthis work will help research on
cancer,infectious diseases, andeven autoim
mune diseases, such as arthritis."

Those words were heard
frequently as top commun
icators from all over the
country gathered at the
1987 FORTUNE Corporate
Communications Seminar
to dlscuss th,e impact of
Amerri:dis: "neweconomy".

Now you can get the in
side stories on how Allied
Signal, Chemical Bank,
Eastman Kodak, Honeywell,
and many other major cor
porations are operating,
profiting, and surviving in
a dramatically changed
business environment.

You'll find their ideas and strategies in Crosscurrents No. 16,
FORTUNE'S annual book of seminar presentations. It's a rare
opportunity to see how companies are defining their objectives
and refining their values to meet today's challenges.

Order your copy today. Send your check for $20 (add $2 for
addresses outside the U.S.) to:

FORTUNE Crosscurrents No. 16
Time & Life Building, Room 15-35B
Rockefeller Center
New York, New York 10020
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